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Barbara Taylor’s The Last Asylum is a strik‐

value to historians. Moreover, the book poses in‐

ingly honest and personal portrayal of an episode

teresting questions about the representation and

of madness in the final days of the asylum era.

portrayal of mentally ill people as they fall under

The narrative focuses on the author’s personal

the historian’s gaze. By putting the service user

lived experience, yet the work sheds light on the

firmly back into their own narrative of recovery,

wider framework of mental health policy during

this approach corresponds with the analysis of

the 1980s and 1990s in Britain. The work is not a

Roy Porter, who long ago recognized the need to

“history” in the traditional sense; that is to say, it

bring patients into the history of psychiatry.[2]

does not focus markedly on the themes or

Hearing the voice of the service user from the

chronology that readers might expect of academic

perspective of a recovered individual, while by no

histories. Instead, the book offers a rare insight

means unique, remains an extremely powerful lit‐

into a mind of madness, revealing an interpreta‐

erary trope that historians can use to full advan‐

tion of one individual’s encounters with treat‐

tage.[3]

ment regimes. In doing so, the book analyzes the
achievements and failures of different treatments
offered to one individual within the mixed econo‐
my of care in 1980s Britain.

The labyrinth of community care services, the
irregular nature of record keeping, and the diffi‐
culty of gaining access to surviving records often
make it challenging for historians to create an ac‐

Taylor’s work is written for a lay audience as

curate understanding of how these facilities

well as for scholars. It offers an introductory ac‐

worked in everyday practice.[4] Therefore, The

count of the Victorian asylum system, which to

Last Asylum is important as it not only offers a

many scholars will be familiar territory. Within

narrative of institutionalization in a mental hospi‐

her prologue, Taylor writes: “I am not a historian

tal but also narrates Taylor’s experience of a

of psychiatry,” although elsewhere she shows a

range of other psychiatric facilities—including

competent understanding of the historiography

her hostel and day center facilities. There is much

(p. xii).[1] For this reason, a historian of mental

insight to be gained from Taylor’s narrative about

health may find nothing “new” in Taylor’s narra‐

the care she received and its importance in facili‐

tive. Yet to believe this would be to miss the point.

tating her recovery. Her analysis also has poten‐

While not a traditional academic history, the por‐

tial importance for today’s policymakers and

trayal offers some thought-provoking insights of

mental health professionals.
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Psychiatry and psychoanalysis run hand in

health care.[5] While many historians have identi‐

hand throughout the text and Taylor describes

fied the importance of social class in relation to

them as being “a very effective working team” (p.

mental health, Taylor’s work offers a direct in‐

xiii). Psychoanalysis and her relationship with V,

sight into this relationship, stating: “poverty is a

her analyst, often takes center stage within the

psychological catastrophe.... Living in Friern I saw

narrative, and extracts of conversations between

first-hand how poverty plays hell with people’s

the two are bravely recalled in earnest detail. Psy‐

minds” (p. 130). Nevertheless, despite this asser‐

choanalysis is described as Taylor’s “main treat‐

tion, little is found out about the personal circum‐

ment of choice,” but she acknowledges that psy‐

stances of other patients, and Taylor’s own edu‐

chiatry and the asylum became her “stone moth‐

cated middle-class identity makes this distinction

er” and her “safe place to be” when she most

ambivalent within the text. With regard to gen‐

needed help (pp. 268-69). Nevertheless, her enthu‐

der, however, Taylor confirms a well-voiced fact

siasm for psychoanalysis sets the text apart, and

about the process of caregiving beyond the hospi‐

while much has been written about psychiatry,

tal walls. She identifies that “when politicians talk

less has been written about psychoanalysis as a

about ‘community care’ what they really mean is

form of treatment in late twentieth-century

women: women inside and outside of families;

Britain. Taylor herself describes how “psychanaly‐

women struggling, often with meagre resources,

sis gets a bad press these days, especially as a

to look after loved ones” (p. 83). While this is a

treatment for severe mental illness,” and she ex‐

fairly uncontentious viewpoint, The Last Asylum

plains how she was often chastised and derided

showcases in great detail how this caregiving took

by many psychiatrists for her insistence on psy‐

place, the enormity of the task, and the mundane

choanalytic treatment (p. xiii). Given the detail

and extreme events with which Taylor’s friends

provided, Taylor’s explanation of these sessions

had to deal during her illness. This personal story

and her deep belief that they helped her recovery

offers points for generalization and understand‐

provide interesting insights for the historian and

ing in a way that is difficult to access and inter‐

lay reader alike. In the epilogue, the distance be‐

pret in formal mental health primary sources.

tween psychoanalysis and psychiatry as two com‐

The book’s epilogue is important for a variety

pletely distinct bodies of healing and treatment

of reasons and is crucial in reinforcing Taylor’s

begins to be reconciled. Taylor identifies what she

argument. Indeed, the epilogue takes a more

considers to be the most effective treatment poli‐

scholarly approach than the rest of the narrative.

cies, where psychiatrists think “about the mean‐

It is well researched. Taylor used a collection of

ing of symptoms, instead of just trying to dose the

research papers, historical documents, and social

symptoms away” (p. 264). She suggests that, for

policy information, and conducted a series of in‐

many patients, time, encouragement, support, and

terviews with professionals, service users, and ac‐

the feeling that they are being listened to make all

tivists to offer an assessment of modern-day prac‐

the difference in their journeys to recovery.

tice. This research is then used to highlight the

An avid feminist with a keen interest in social

difference between the psychiatric services dur‐

justice, Taylor identifies some important relation‐

ing her illness and what they are like today. The

ships about class and gender. These insights have

resulting picture is honest but occasionally bleak.

been instilled from her time spent inside and out‐

Explaining the need for more money to be invest‐

side Friern Hospital and add to the narratives of

ed into the “Cinderella Service” that is psychiatry,

historians who have attempted to research the in‐

Taylor emphasizes the importance in understand‐

tricacies of identities from the perspective of ac‐

ing patients’ histories to achieve a proper diagno‐

cessing, receiving, and even administering mental

sis, rather than just the administration of drugs
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(p. 256). One interview with a psychiatrist identi‐

vested in community care? This is increasingly

fied that individual patient histories have been

asked as more and more information comes to

lost in a system concerned only with fixing symp‐

light about some of the weaknesses of community

toms. She claims that, at the time of being inter‐

care provision, and it is a very important ques‐

viewed, “individual patients have vanished” be‐

tion, and one that Taylor adequately uses to try

hind their symptoms (p. 268). If we accept this

and highlight some of the shortfalls in the current

conclusion that an individual’s experiences have

system of care.

become less important, then Taylor’s individual
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story of survival becomes even more important,
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of their time in institutions and have identified
friendships, which were built as part of their in‐
carceration, both with other patients and occa‐
sionally with staff. Clearly a range of factors influ‐
ences an individual patient’s experience, includ‐
ing their specific illnesses, the institution they are
sent to, the peculiarities of the staff and patients
who live and work alongside them, and the level
of support and care they continue to receive from
their families and friends in the outside world.
Taylor finishes her analysis by asking an impor‐
tant question: what now happens to those who
need the support of the institution in a nation in‐
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